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ABST
TRACT: PERC solar cells witth a rear contacct by laser firin
ng (LFC) have shown to be a valid processiing concept
with a slender processs routine and a low metal fracction on the reaar side. Nevertheless, if not dessigned carefully
y, this solar
cell deesign has a tendency towards pronounced loosses at the rearr contact area when
w
it comes to comparison
n with other
high eefficiency PERC
C concepts. By applying latestt parameterizattions for the reaar metal contact
ct, we show a detailed
d
free
energyy loss analysis on numerical simulations. W
We show that the rear side laser
l
process in
inducing the hiigh contact
recom
mbination is the crucial cell process for improvving the LFC-PERC concept. Varying
V
all cruccial design paraameters, we
optimiize the rear sidee design and sh
how sensitivity and strengths of
o this cell conccept including R
R&D recommeendations to
reach ppotential cell effficiencies up to
o 22.5 %.
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1

ODUCTION
INTRO

The laaser fired contact (LFC-)PERC
C cell concept hhas
a key featture when it comes
c
to mass production: Itt is
cheaper too produce com
mpared to otheer high efficienncy
PERC rouutines, especiaally in comparrison with PER
RC
concepts with laser proocessed local contact openinngs
Nevertheless it hasn’t
h
reached a breakthroughh in
(LCO)1. N
mass prodduction so far. Besides
B
the gen
neral challengee to
transfer neew cell conceppts to mass pro
oduction, the LF
FC
concept iin particular shows certain
n sensitivities to
processingg parameters such as base resistivity, buulk
carrier lifeetime and rear contact pitch. In this work we
analyze thhis condition and show valiid approaches to
reach stablle processing windows.
w
2

THEO
ORY

L
solar cells is established by
The reear contact in LFC
firing a meetal paste throuugh the rear passivation layer innto
the siliconn bulk using a laser [1], formin
ng a contact and
nd a
local Al-B
BSF beneath it at the same tim
me. In contrastt to
the LCO concept, wherre the passivatiion layer is onnly
opened byy a laser beam, the LFC proccess needs highher
laser energgy to fire throuugh the metal paaste. This has tw
two
possible eeffects: First, itt can easily daamage the siliccon
area arounnd the contact. Second,
S
the con
ntact is not flat on
top of the silicon, but reaaches some miccrometers into tthe

s
of the
sillicon in a U-sshape, which iincreases the size
co
ontact area. The interesting paart is now, how
w this area
an
nd the contact ittself influence tthe solar cell peerformance.
A parameterization of thhe LFCs recombination
beehavior in term
ms of the effectiive surface recombination
paarameter Smet(N
NA) was firstly published by in
i 2008 by
Wolf
W et al. [2]. Itt models the meentioned increaased contact
recombination with
w a circular sshaped recombiinative area
with radius rrecomb = 70 µm aroound the circu
ular shaped
ontact area with
h radius rcont = 445 µm (see Figure 1). The
co
fitt curve to meassured data for tthe doping dep
pendence of
Smet
f
to be of thhe form
m values was found
(1)
exp 
with the fit param
meters S0, S1 aand met; and th
he acceptor
deensity NA. For PVD alumiinum these vaalues were
co
omputed to be
b S0 = -106022 cm/s, S1 = 11495
1
cm/s,
-17
met
cm3 in Ref. [2].
m = 3·10
As these values depend on thee process condiitions, they
were recently ree-evaluated byy Schwab [3] for screen
prrinting the alluminum priorr to laser firing.
f
The
recombination activity of thesee contacts wass described
with the param
meters S0 = -44404 cm/s, S1 = 4451 cm/s,
-17
met
cm3 for rrecomb = 50 µm and
m = 4.75·10
rcoont = 25 µm. Fig
gure 2 visualizees this correlatio
on.
In the coursee of the simulaation experiment, we will
ad
dditionally assu
ume a positive development of
o the laser
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Table I: Parameter variations in the LFC simulation
Unit

Base
resistivity 
Rear Pitch
Bulk carrier
lifetime bulk

Ω cm

Variation
0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2.5 / 6

µm

200 / 300 / 400 / 500 / 600

ms

0.2 / 0.5 / 1 / 2

firing process. We have reason to believe this is possible,
as it is a matter of laser technology currently being
addressed for LCO laser processes, called “pulse
shaping” [4], with the option to transfer it to the LFC
process. By this we see a possible avoidance of the
damage area around the actual contact and an avoidance
of the U-shape of the contacted area size by firing
shallower contacts. So in the improved LFC setup we
assume rrecomb = rcont. We also assume an improvement of
the Smet-value by factor of two leading to the formula
1
(2)

2
with the parameter values of Schwab [3].
For analyzing energy losses we use the method of
“Free Energy Loss Analysis” (FELA). With its help loss
mechanisms in solar cell devices are calculated all by
same units (mW/cm²), so different loss channels stay
directly comparable. FELA was first introduced 2008 by
Brendel et al. [5] and extended by Greulich et al. [6] in
2013. As the electrical power, the analyzed Free Energy
fluxes are free of entropy. FELA is a locally resolved
method and is therefore suitable to quantify loss
mechanisms for each region of interest separately, e.g.
the emitter, the surface, or the base.
The bars in the FELA plots of the present work show
power loss at maximum power point (MPP) of the
particular solar cell. It is important not to directly
conclude to cell power output from this, as the MPP
varies from cell to cell. Therefore the generated free
energy Pgen (= potential electrical power of the cell) and
the actual electric power output PIV are attached in each
FELA plot. The difference between Pgen and PIV yields
the sum of the loss bars.
3

SIMULATION SETUP

A three dimensional LFC-PERC symmetry element
was built for numerical simulations using Sentaurus
Device [7] and state-of-the-art models [8]. This p-type Si
cell has a thickness of 180 µm. It features a highperformance boron emitter with a sheet resistance of
85 Ohm/sq and a dark saturation current density of
j0e = 50 fA/cm².
The laser fired contacts at the rear are parameterized
as described in Section 2 with a recombination radius
rrecomb twice the size of the point contact radius
rcont = 25 µm.
In the simulation experiment, we vary the parameters
contact pitch, base resistivity, and bulk carrier lifetime, as
displayed in Table I. To represent resistive losses in the
metallization, we use a lumped external resistance of
0.5 Ωcm² for all the simulations. The metallization is not
part of the improvement considerations in this work. We
set our focus on bulk and rear contacts.
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Figure 3: FELA of state of art LFC cell at 2.5 Ωcm and
0.2 ms bulk lifetime. Region labels: emitter (striped), base
(diamond-patterned).

Optics-wise the carrier generation was calculated for
random pyramids and a 75 nm thick anti-reflectioncoating (SiNx). For the rear side we used a planarized
surface with a remaining roughness, calculated with the
tilted mirrors model [10, 11] assuming a passivation stack
of 10 nm AlOx and 75 nm SiNy covered with aluminum.
This yields a photo generation current of 40.07 mA/cm².
To keep the electrical effects of the experiment
observable, the same optical generation is used for all
simulations.
The following list intends to provide a
comprehensible overview of the simulation steps we take:
1) Simulation of a state-of-the-art cell, i.e. comparable
to recently published results, e.g. [12, 13]. That
means Smet parameters from eq. (1) and, according to
Schwab [3], rrecomb = 2 rcont. Nevertheless this cell has
still higher efficiency than the published results on
large area cells, as we use the high performance
emitter mentioned above for comparability reasons
(see section 4.1).
2) Simulation of the performance with improved Smet
parameters (eq. (2)) and rrecomb = rcont (see section
4.2)
In every step, we vary the parameters base resistivity,
rear contact pitch and bulk carrier lifetime according to
the values listed in Table I and perform a FELA.
4

RESULTS

4.1 State-of-the-art LFC setup
This cell is simulated with a bulk lifetime of 200 µs.
The results can be seen in Figure 4.
Ignoring extreme values of pitches larger than
500 µm combined with  = 6 cm, they show
efficiencies between 19.5 and 21.5 % (Figure 4). The
efficiency loss from large towards small contact pitches
at low base resistivity, originating from jSC losses, are
with 2%abs tremendous. They get smaller with higher
resistivity, but in turn therefore the FF drops, leading to
even bigger efficiency losses. So, we see two opposing
effects influencing the overall efficiency. In the graphs of
Figure 4, efficiency, jSC, VOC and FF are plotted to give
orientation, how the IV-parameters change in this setup
for different contact pitches and base resistivities.
Now we look at the loss analysis in Figure 3, which
was taken at 500 µm pitch and 2.5 Ωcm base resistivity.
This point is chosen as we see a lot of cells in R&D being
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produced with material around 2.5 Ωcm as it is largely
available and people tend to seek a compromise between
a low resistivity (low spreading resistance) and low boron
doping (less BO-defects), which increases carrier
lifetime.
The FELA graphs are designed as follows: The x-axis
shows power loss in mW/cm². This unit allows us to
translate these numbers directly to efficiency gain. On the
y-axis, the top column shows front side recombination
losses, divided into pure surface losses (passivation & ncontact) and losses in the emitter volume (striped). The
second (green) column denotes the recombination loss in
the base volume. The third column shows the rear side
losses with passivation (blue) and contact recombination
losses (spreading resistance excluded). The fourth and
fifth column show hole- and electron transport losses in
the emitter (striped) and in the base (diamond-patterned).
The last column shows the extenmal metallization losses
of fingers and busbars.
The FELA of Figure 3 shows that in this case the loss
mechanism accounting most is the hole (majority carrier)
transport loss in the base, also known as “spreading
resistance” (Rspread). This effect originates from the need
of the majority carriers for a lateral movement in the base
to reach the point-shaped rear contacts since a highly
conducting full-area back-surface-field is absent.
Together, spreading resistance and bulk recombination
effects cause a power loss of 1.4 mW/cm² or 1.4%abs in
efficiency allowing for a solar cell efficiency of 20.5 %,
jSC = 39.8 mA/cm², VOC = 663 mV, and FF = 78 %.
Now, we reduce the base resistivity to 0.5 Ωcm,
which cuts down the spreading resistance losses to
0.15 mW/cm² and the bulk recombination to
0.33 mW/cm² as Figure 5 shows. So, we gain efficiency
only from switching the base resistivity if the lifetime can
be kept at 200 µs. Not visible in this plot is that VOC
raises as well, giving the cell a total gain of 1 %abs in
efficiency. The solar cell efficiency is now 21.5 %
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4.2 Improved LFC setup
As a next step we want to see, which effect the
removal of the recombinative the area around the rear
and
improved
Smet
contact
(rrecomb = rcont)
parameterization (see eq. (2)) have, while leaving the
bulk lifetime at 200 µs.
We see in Figure 6, that this has a huge effect on the
rear contact losses, reducing them to 0.21 mW/cm². In
turn, the front and the bulk volume recombination losses
increase by 0.17 mW/cm² each to 0.5 mW/cm² each. The
cell’s efficiency still raises to 22.04 %, because the
generated free energy also sees a gain. In terms of IVparameters, the reason is mainly the FF gain of three
percentage points.
As a final step, to address the increased bulk
recombination, we have a look at the effect of increased
carrier lifetime, setting SRH to 2 ms. Here the bulk
recombination is reduced by 0.35 mW/cm² leading to a
10 mV gain in VOC, 0.1 mA/cm² in jSC and 0.4 %abs in FF;
resulting in efficiency gains of 0.5 %abs. This leaves us
with the final result of a 22.5% efficient LFC cell,
originating from the IV-parameters VOC = 693 mV;
jSC = 39.8 mA/cm² and FF = 81.5 %. Figure 8 pictures the
associated IV-parameters.
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Figure 5: FELA of state of art LFC cell at 0.5 Ωcm and
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to be addressed when optimizing LFC cells (or in general
local BSF cells): Provide for excellent lateral
conductivity in the base by seeking high base doping!
This is especially neccessary when dealing with low and
moderate bulk lifetimes ( SRH < 1 ms).
We notice the other remarkable effect if we turn our
attention towards the recombination losses at the rear
contact interface in Figure 5. Coming from 2.5 to
0.5 Ωcm, we observe more than a doubling of the
recombination losses from the rear contact. This is quite
important for one reason: Besides the increasing Smet
values for higher base doping, in the former setup the
losses in the base (bulk recombination & Rspread) were so
massive, that there were not enough carriers left to
exploit the full loss potential of the contact and the laser
damaged area around it. Now that the bottleneck of base
recombination losses is minimized, we notice, that,
except for external metallization losses, the rear contact
area of the rear contact/silicon interface is by far the
largest power stealer; which is the second important
cognition on the way to an excellent LFC solar cell. To
generalize this: The extent to which loss mechanisms
strike depends not only on the quality of the single solar
cell component, but heavily on the balance of different
parts of the cell.
That is the reason why we now focus on the rear
contacts, now being the biggest power consumer with
0.58 mW/cm² power loss. Reducing or avoiding the
damage induced by the laser process forming the contact
is now the crucial point to further improve the LFC cell’s
performance. The optimization of the rear contact by
minimizing the laser damaged area shifts the majority of
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Figure 7: FELA of improved LFC cell (rrecomb = rcont ) at
0.5 Ωcm and 2 ms bulk lifetime. Region labels: emitter

As pointed in section 4.1 for  = 2.5 cm, the major
power loss comes from the bulk volume and spreading
resistance due to current crowding. This loss cannot be
compensated by reducing the pitch, as this leads to higher
contact coverage of the rear side. The so caused increase
in contact recombination forces a VOC drop of roundabout
-30 mV going from 500 µm to a 200 µm pitch.
In terms of the IV-curve the power loss of
1.4 mW/cm² or 1.4%abs in efficiency originating from the
spreading resistance and bulk recombination bar are
exclusively FF losses. Figure 4 acknowledges this, if you
compare the FF-plot at 2.5 and 0.5 Ωcm.
At this point (see Figure 5), the bulk losses with
0.33 mW/cm² and the hole transport losses
(0.18 mW/cm²) are minor. This is the first biggest issue
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Figure 6: FELA of improved LFC cell (rrecomb = rcont) at
0.5 Ωcm and 0.2 ms bulk lifetime. Region labels: emitter
(striped), base (diamond-patterned)
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Figure 9 finally shows the overall changes in IVparameters, which result from the three optimization
steps. For highest enjoyment, the axes are scaled to
relative equality. That means a change of 1%rel in jSC,
VOC, or FF, appears graphically as large as a 1%rel change
in efficiency.

losses back to the bulk – and even more to the front
surface and the emitter volume, which can be observed in
Figure 6.
Improvement of the material quality again is a quite
obvious step in optimizing solar cells. The new part here
is, that FELA can show and quantify the detailed impact
of it, comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7:
Bulk volume recombination is reduced from 0.50 to
0.15 mW/cm². This again frees bound carrier resources
that now recombine partially at the front (emitter volume
& surface) instead, raising its loss from 0.50 to
0.66 mW/cm². We also see that a small amount of the
losses shifted back to the rear side. As the free energy
generation Pgen also increases from 24.21 to
24.55 mW/cm², which means we subtract the losses from
a higher generation level, we get an overall power
generation of 22.48 mW/cm² or an efficiency of about
22.5 %.

6

As a result of the simulation of an LFC-PERC solar
cell concept we can conclude the following points.
Improving a high efficiency solar cell means
removing power loss bottlenecks step by step. This seems
obvious but is nevertheless very important as bottlenecks
disguise other potential loss mechanisms.
The first important step is going for low base
resistivities of 0.5 Ωcm while keeping the minority
carrier lifetimes moderately high as shown here for
0.2 ms, otherwise the spreading resistance and bulk
volume recombination will limit the cell. If you try to
escape this by narrowing the rear side contact pitch (here
200 µm), losses due to recombination at the LFCs limit
the cell to 20 % efficiency at moderate lifetimes of
0.2 ms. High lifetimes of around 2 ms provide higher
flexibility concerning pitch and base resistivity.
In the second step, take good care of the laser process
of the LFCs. After choosing the right base resistivity in
the first step, the rear contact areas are the largest source
of power loss in the LFC cell. Reduce the laser induced
damage to the area of electrical contact between silicon
and aluminum as far as possible and achieve a flat
contact shape; in return one will receive a VOC gain in the
size of 10 to 25 mV (pitch depending). This allows for
cell efficiencies well above 21.5 %, even for bulk
lifetimes of 0.2 ms. Choose the best material you can get,
to let the cell reach up to 22.5 % conversion efficiency
(here at 2 ms bulk lifetime).
At this point, our chosen 50 fA/cm² emitter has
become the bottleneck of the LFC cell. This triggers the
next logical step in the concept’s evolution, but emitter
development is not directly LFC related anymore.
To this detail, the investigation of losses in a solar
cell is not possible without simulation playing a major
role. Multi-dimensional simulation with highly
customizable output parameters opens the door to
distinguishing between the different loss mechanisms and
splitting them into different loss channels and regions.

The parameter variations of Figure 8 show the
sensitivity of the optimized LFC cell concept. We see
that compared to the initial situation (Figure 4) the
sensitivity towards changes of base resistivity are reduced
heavily. Where the best pitches of 500 and 600 µm
formerly lost more than 0.5 % efficiency between 0.5 and
1.5 Ωcm, they now barely lose 0.2 %. For 400 and
500 µm pitch, the LFC concept is now stable above
22.0 % efficiency up to a resistivity of 3 Ωcm.
This leaves us with two more findings:
1) The next step would be optimizing the front of
the solar cell (emitter and its passivation and
metallisation). Although this is a quite important
topic, it is not LFC specific, but of interest for
all front junction cell concepts. So here, we
would leave the path of bringing the LFC
concept up front.
2) Solar cell research means iterative development,
facing and minimizing the tightest bottleneck –
one after the other. The weaknesses of all the
single pieces of those complex high efficiency
cells superpose each other to an extent that
solving them layer by layer is a promising
strategy. Solar cell simulation offers the
opportunity to gain access to the physical
processes taking place and catalyze the
optimization routines sustainably.
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